Jan Phillips Interreligious Encounter Database, Use Guide, Step 3

Guide to Several Advanced Uses

LOOK UP “STIRRING THE POT” AS A SUBJECT: These are selections pointing in novel directions. Watch here for ‘klinkers’, oddities and/or varying perspectives.

FIND WEB ACCESS URLs AS A GROUP: select “Internet Resources” as a SUBJECT DESCRIPTOR. Then you may select a SUBJECT to narrow the listing.

FIND THE LIST OF ESSAYS in a particular volume collection by entering the collection editor’s name in “Editor Last Name.” If you know the collection’s title, enter that to focus the search.

DISCOVER/GAIN ACCESS TO copies of formal documents from a list acquired by “SEARCH” WITH NO SEARCH ARGUMENT ENTERED ON THE PRIMARY SEARCH SCREEN. The entries appear by the date of formal proclamation (because no author name is listed).

ACCESS WORKS THAT EXAMINE/CRITIQUE HISTORICAL SOURCES: Select “RESEARCH SUPPORT” FROM “HISTORICAL SOURCE TYPE”.

ACCESS WORKS FROM METHODOLOGICAL DISCIPLINES: Select “SUPPORT SCIENCES” FROM “HISTORICAL SOURCE TYPE”.

FIND TEACHING GUIDES for particular subjects (Seek among SUBJECT DESCRIPTORS)
   Historiography
   Historiographic Source Critique
   Holocaust, teaching
   Interpretation as discipline
   Interreligious Education
   Muslim, object of Teaching
   Religion, subject of Teaching
   Translation Arts
FOR other teaching materials select “Education Support” as a HISTORICAL SOURCE TYPE.